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While cultural research in consumer behavior has examined some aspects of consumer behavior in China and India, there are many

unanswered questions, especially with regard to how the rapid changes occurring in these markets are affecting consumers. The way

consumption occurs in these markets has fundamentally changed in a fairly short period of time, giving researchers an unprecedented

opportunity to document how consumer cultures evolve and how consumer learning occurs. We seek to examine new directions on

conducting consumer research in China and India by holding email discussions and informal meetings between participants,

culminating in this roundtable discussion at ACR.
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While cultural research in consumer behavior has examined consumers in India and China, there are many unanswered questions,
especially with regard to how the rapid changes occurring in these markets are affecting consumption practices. The way consumption
occurs in these markets has fundamentally changed in a short period of time, giving researchers an unprecedented opportunity to document
how consumer cultures evolve and how consumer learning occurs.

This roundtable session was organized to examine some of the challenges and issues facing consumer researchers while conducting
consumer research in these two countries. We conducted pre-conference discussions via an online group forum, used ACR’s knowledge
exchange website for some discussions, and had an informal meeting at the ACR reception on Friday to meet participants before the
roundtable session.

We identified some key questions to begin our discussions:

1. Ontological/theoretical:
a. Can we successfully use established consumer behavior theories or do we need to develop new ones to understand the
consumption contexts found in China and India?

2. Methodological:
a. What are some of the methodological hurdles in collecting data in China or India? What are some useful techniques to overcome
them?

3. Expanding the Respondent/Subject Base:
Consumers both in India and China are spread across a large spectrum of socio-economic differences. The focus in research has
just now started shifting from focusing solely on the middle class, urban consumers. What are some specific challenges and
insights that may come with researching BOP (bottom-of-the-pyramid) consumers?

Online participants (almost forty participants) asked whether theories from a Western Cartesian mindset can be used to gather and
assess meaning-making processes in these cultures without bringing in a major cultural bias. Some researchers were interested in
discussing the significance of historical influences and unique cultural aspects such as the caste system in India and its influence on present
day consumption. Others wanted to know whether consumers in these countries exhibited any tensions in embracing consumption i.e.
whether consumers thought that new products were a ‘cultural invasion from the West.’

At the roundtable there were 19 participants, and we began our discussion by examining whether we were studying consumers in
China and India to develop new theories, or whether these were just new contexts and therefore interesting only for that reason. Opinions
on this were divided. Researchers working in cross-cultural research were of the view that cross-cultural studies using the same theories
across cultures are a start at understanding the differences across cultures. Researchers that engage in cultural research were of the view
that cross-cultural research ignores key cultural nuances and hence does not capture the essence of a culture and its uniqueness by using
the same theory or methodology across cultures. Instead, the view was that studies in specific countries should focus on understanding
the unique cultural nuances there to build theory from the ground up. This led to a broader discussion on the way to capture these cultural
nuances best which led to questions about methodology.

Some researchers were of the belief that without interpretive and qualitative work, it would be difficult to understand the local
conditions that affect consumer behavior and hence the research would not be very informative. Other researchers felt that in some areas,
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it may be worthwhile to begin with quantitative studies based on existing theories and then to slowly adapt existing theories to the new
cultural contexts. Some participants were of the view that agnosticity towards research methodology might be a good approach–wherein
any method that elicits more information about the consumer’s motivations and underlying biases would be used to inform the design of
the study and data collection. In this context, the use of qualitative methods used first to inform theory and then subsequent use of
quantitative methods if needed was thought to be useful. Also, a key point to come out of the methodological discussion was for researchers
to document the methodologies that they are employing to overcome data collection hurdles in China and India and to publish them so
other researchers will have access to this information. Also related was a question about human subjects protection protocols in these
countries and an understanding of these issues on the part of researchers working there. Researchers need to work closely with their
universities to clarify human subject study rules and protocols before starting fieldwork.

From a substantive perspective, we discussed whether cognitive abilities differ in cultures like China and India where choice is
constrained because the economies are still developing. Some researchers are examining economically constrained classes of consumers.
The view was that it would be useful to understand how consumers that have constrained choice sets and smaller endowments engage in
consumption. Also relevant is the question of how consumers that cannot engage in consumption are coping with the new choices available
in the market. Also, from a motivational perspective, we discussed the potential for conflict between old and new values. Studying how
this impacts consumer behavior was thought to be useful.

Finally, participants felt that this discussion should continue at future ACR conferences and should expand to include other
transitional economies around the world. We agreed to continue the online discussion forum, and to discuss adding other emerging markets
in the future.

In sum, the on-the-ground reality of conducting research in these markets is still one of great difficulty, from logistical,
methodological and theoretical points of view. Discussion needs to continue to take place on issues such as the best ways to collect data,
and the dialogue needs to continue.

We will expand the online forum to discuss these and other ideas on an on-going basis, and add more participants as we move forward.
In addition to providing insights and creating a robust discussion on the topic, this forum will provide direction to younger and newer
researchers and allow researchers in this area to meet other interested researchers and foster possible co-authorships and collaborations.
The number of people working on issues relating to China or India within consumer research is still relatively small, hence, it would be
immensely beneficial to have this type of network available for sharing ideas and for providing opportunities for potential collaboration.


